Course Delivery Examples
Hybrid section:






The blue oval indicates the days and times the class meets.
The orange oval shows where the class meets.
The NOTE is how you know the section is a taught in a hybrid format (i.e., both in person and online).
Expect to be on Zoom on Mondays from 5:00 to 6:15 PM and in room 310 Anne Belk Hall on Wednesdays from 5:00 to 6:15 PM.

In-Person section:






The blue oval indicates the days and times the class meets.
The orange oval shows where the class meets.
Notice there is not a NOTE for this section.
Expect to be in room 416 Sanford Hall on both Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12:30 to 1:45 PM.

Synchronous 100% Online section:






The blue oval indicates the days and times the class meets.
“Web Web” indicates that the section will be taught entirely online. Most Online sections will have their location listed as “Web Web” or
occasionally the location will say “TBA” with a note indicating the course is 100% online.
The NOTE reconfirms that this is an entirely online section. **Not all online sections have a note indicating that they are 100% online.
Expect to be available online via Zoom on both Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9:30 to 10:45 AM.

Asynchronous 100% Online section:






The blue oval (“TBA”) indicates that this section has NO assigned meeting times. You will need to work independently.
“Web Web” indicates that the section will be taught entirely online. Most Online sections will have their location listed as “Web Web” or
occasionally the location will say “TBA” with a note indicating the course is 100% online.
The NOTE reconfirms that this section has no required meeting pattern and is an entirely online section.
Expect to work independently to complete all assignments & exams and meet all deadlines.

